
 
 
 



Last year, Jeju Olle almost faced a crisis of having no Jeju Olle Walking festival 
which has been done from 2010, as well as almost all other festivals in other local 
areas, due to COVID-19.  
 
However, as a result of having many thoughts, Jeju Olle Foundation decided to 
precede the festival in a bit different way. The festival is no longer operated on the 3 
routes in 3 days with 3,000 participants but day, but we separated the routes into 23 
which was done for 23 days. There were 15 people in each route, thus all of them 
were walked ‘Apart Together’. Fortunately, lots of participants expressed much more 
satisfactions with it, and festival was safely done because of the process of checking 
body temperature three times a day and recording the table of visits.  
 
In addition, Jeju Olle also figured out some merits in feeling the nature in individual 
for a longer term, and that was so precious experience to make crisis to become an 
opportunity. 
 
In consideration of participants’ safety and satisfaction, Jeju Olle Foundation decided 
to follow the same procedure as last year. Since the COVID-19 is on progress, we 
are opening 2021 Jeju Olle Walking Festival with the slogan of ‘We Walk: Apart 
Together’ on 23 routes (An exception of Chujado, U-do, and Gapado).  
 
In order to have the festival safer, Jeju Olle will prepare thoroughly about the 
organization and operation, and also, Jeju Olle would like to ask participants’ favor of 
cooperation to our safety guides. Please take care of personal quarantine and let’s 
try hard our best to fight towards COVID-19 together.  
 
Limiting participants under 50 per routes and per day with a group leader guiding a 
course, the festival will be small but wider and fulfilling. To participate the festival, 
pre-registration is mandatory via Jeju Olle Walking Festival website.  
(http://intro.jejuolle.org).  
 

- Festival Period : October 22(Friday) ~ November 16 (Tuesday), 2021  
- Registration Period : ~ October 15 (Friday), 2021 
- Registration : http://intro.jejuolle.org 

 
 
* The Jeju Olle Walking Festival may reduce the number of participants or be 
cancelled in case of the increase of COVID-19 cases. 
 
 
  
 


